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Advances in navigation continue to add precision and robustness to undersea operations. Two challenges limit navigation of the JASON/MEDEA two-vehicle ROV system:
acoustic noise from JASON’s hydraulic systems and lack of a direct relative position measurement between the two vehicles. This paper describes successful integration of the
SHARPS ranging system—enabling precise relative positioning that is robust with respect
to acoustic noise. We discuss four aspects of the installation: the capabilities of SHARPS as
installed on the ROVs, the estimation theory predicted performance of the system design,
the proof-of-concept navigation results from field deployments, and the operational utility
of the SHARPS capability. The SHARPS installation integrates an important capability into
the ROV system, enhancing the data product for science while adding safety and flexibility
to the at-sea operations.
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1. Introduction

T

his paper describes the installation of a
SHARPS1 precision ranging system to compliment JASON’s long baseline (LBL) and
Doppler velocity log (DVL) based navigation.
The SHARPS solution alleviates two limiting
challenges of the current approach: poor LBL
acoustic reception on the ROV and inaccurate observations of the separation between
JASON and MEDEA. In a short baseline
(SBL) configuration (Milne, 1983), SHARPS
provides precise, noise-resistant measurement
of the relative position. The results are estimates of horizontal range, compass bearing
and vertical separation between the two vehicles—JASON and MEDEA. This paper
describes both the particular solution, illustrated by results from the field, and the general analysis technique for quantifying the
positioning performance.
The JASON/MEDEA ROV system, illustrated in figure 1, is a two-body system
operated by the Deep Submergence Laboratory in support of seafloor science. During
each lowering, MEDEA, the depressor weight,
1

This current implementation is a new version
of the original Sonic High Accuracy Ranging
and Positioning System (SHARPS). The
invention of the original SHARPS is explained
in (Delgado, 1997).
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hangs below the dynamically positioned (DP)
surface ship via an armored cable carrying fiber-optic communications and electric power.
The vehicle’s large, concentrated mass
decouples the ROV, JASON, from the surface
ship’s motion, keeping the armored cable vertical and reducing the chance of snap-loading
from surface heave. A 35 m neutrally buoyant tether connects the two vehicles, extending the communication and electric power to
JASON. Operators move the ship to position
MEDEA vertically over-top of JASON, maintaining visual contact using a down-looking
low-light camera on MEDEA and adjusting
the vertical separation between the two vehicles. During lowerings lasting as long as 72
hours, JASON samples and surveys the seafloor at depths of up to 6,500 m. One of the
most important data products of this work is
the record of navigation estimates. These
records allow scientists to systematically and
quantitatively explore the seafloor. Because of
the JASON/MEDEA two-body configuration, short baseline (SBL) relative positioning
improves the navigation solution, allowing
safer, more flexible operation.
Operators navigate the JASON/MEDEA
ROV system using a combination of long
baseline (LBL) positioning and Doppler velocity log (DVL) dead-reckoning. Both JASON and MEDEA have LBL receivers, but

only JASON has a DVL to measure velocity
relative to the seafloor. There are two challenges with the current navigation solution.
First, LBL reception at JASON’s receiver is
inconsistent or non-existent due to acoustic
noise and limited line-of-sight. JASON’s hydraulic motors power much of the on-board
utilities: the two manipulators, tool basket,
suction pumps, etc. The associated acoustic
FIGURE 1
Illustration of short baseline relative position between JASON (ROV) and MEDEA (depressor
weight). The SHARPS acoustic elements are
shown: three on top of JASON and one on the
bottom of MEDEA. For SBL navigation three
ranges are measured between JASON and MEDEA:
a-b, a-c, a-d.

noise precludes LBL reception2. LBL navigation relies on line-of-sight between the vehicle
and the transponders moored to the seafloor.
The ROV typically operates at or near the
rugged terrain resulting in unreliable line-ofsight between the vehicle and transponders.
The second navigation challenge is the
difficulty in observing the separation between
JASON and MEDEA. With a short tether
between vehicles (35 m), collision is a constant risk. Maintaining vehicle safety demands
accurate relative positioning. Safety concerns
are exacerbated by the ship’s heave, transmitted directly to MEDEA via the armored cable,
and lack of direct control over MEDEA’s motion. Currently the depth sensors on JASON
and MEDEA are precise, but not accurate.
They provide self-consistent depth measurements, but, without frequent calibration, the
difference between these two measurements
does not provide an accurate estimate of the
vertical separation. Using the difference between depth measurements the apparent vertical separation varies more than 100% with
lowerings at different sights and water depth.
In practice, at each new location the operators
re-calibrate their target depth separation based
on field observations. Furthermore, horizontal range and bearing between vehicles are not
directly measured, but are inferred by skilled
operators using a variety of complimentary
and redundant information sources including depth measurements, MEDEA LBL positions, JASON’s DVL dead-reckoning, cameras on-board JASON and a downward
looking camera on-board MEDEA.
SHARPS is a generic high-frequency,
spread spectrum navigation tool capable of
precise time-of-flight range measurement. In
the SBL configuration, shown in Figure 1,
SHARPS provides a relative position estimate
between JASON and MEDEA, providing
operators with an accurate, real-time measure2

Measuring the acoustic signals in the LBL
system have shown the hydraulics to raise the
noise level by 50 dB (re 1V) over a very broad
range of frequencies (1 - 24 kHz).
3
Because MEDEA is far from the hydraulic
noise source and above the terrain, LBL
reception at the depressor weight is much
more consistent.

ment of horizontal range, bearing, and vertical distance from JASON to MEDEA. Combined with reliable LBL positioning from
MEDEA3, SHARPS SBL enables externally
referenced JASON navigation at update rates
greater than 1 Hz. SHARPS ranging is also
robust to acoustic noise for two reasons: the
hydraulic noise is out of band for the highfrequency carrier and spread spectrum signal
processing is a robust transmission method for
high noise environments.
Design of the SHARPS installation requires quantifying the relationship between
range measurement uncertainty and position
estimate precision. Although SHARPS is capable of very precise time-of-flight measurements, the figure-of-merit for the navigation
solution is the uncertainty in the position estimate. Using estimation theory we demonstrate
the feasibility of the SBL design and predict
the positioning uncertainty based on ranging
uncertainty and the SBL geometry.
As a proof-of-concept we present navigation data and a prototype pilot’s display. The
experimental results illustrate the relative navigation of JASON and MEDEA under two
typical operating scenarios: moving the surface ship to position MEDEA directly above
a stationary JASON and exploring the seafloor with JASON as MEDEA remains stationary above the ROV. The prototype display presents the relative position information
in a way consistent with the use of SHARPS
positioning within the overall ROV operation. The system of hardware, software and
display expands the operational capabilities of
the JASON/MEDEA ROV system.

2. Background
Navigation, the combination of localization and guidance, remains a fundamental
challenge to field robotics. For land-based and
airborne robotic missions the global positioning system (GPS) (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al.,
2001) has revolutionized navigation, but not
all applications can rely on GPS position estimates: wireless sensor networks operate in
places where GPS is not practical (Niculescu
and Nath, 2001), robotic planetary exploration requires self contained navigation solutions independent of GPS, and underwater

vehicles navigate in an ocean impenetrable to
most forms of electro-magnetic radiation, including GPS signals (Stewart, 1991).
Two sensing modalities are typical in underwater navigation: externally referenced
range-based positioning and self-contained
dead-reckoning. The traditional long baseline
(LBL) method of underwater positioning estimates position by measuring time-of-flight
ranges to fixed locations (Milne, 1983;
Vickery, 1998). The precision of this estimate
is bounded, and the accuracy is determined
by system biases. Also, the slow update-rate of
LBL is constrained by the acoustic travel times.
Dead-reckoning—using a Doppler velocity
log (DVL), inertial navigation system (INS),
or both—compliments LBL with fast updaterate measurement. Over short time dead-reckoning positioning can be very good (centimeter precision), but the precision is unbounded,
growing continuously with time. To maintain
bounded precision, dead-reckoning relies on
LBL position updates, which correct for position drift. Navigation research has led to successful operations fusing these modalities for
precision guided surveys with remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) (Whitcomb et al., 1999;
Whitcomb et al., 1998; Mindell et al., 2004;
Somers and Geisel, 1992).
Determining position from range observations is an estimation problem. We use the
lower bound as a design tool, studying the
estimation quality of particular ranging network geometries (Deffenbaugh et al., 1996;
Bingham, 2003).

2.1. SHARPS Overview
SHARPS is a general purpose ranging system based on high-frequency, spread spectrum acoustic signaling. The system measures
the one-way acoustic travel times between
various nodes in the network with sub-centimeter precision. (Another version of the system can measure two-way travel times between transponders.) In the SHARPS
implementation all wired nodes reside on a
common, four wire network—two wires for
DC power and two wires for communications and timing. The system is expandable to
at least 256 nodes on the same network. Table
1 summarizes the functional characteristics of
SHARPS .
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3. Design: Short Baseline
Performance Prediction

TABLE 1
Overview of SHARPS Design Parameters
Feature

Value

Center frequency

150 kHz

Timing precision

2 µs (standard deviation)

Max. Range

> 200 m

Update rate

> 1 Hz (depends on range)

Configuration

mixed transponding/responding

Other capabilities

pulse coding, data telemetry, self-calibration, phase coherence

The SHARPS system is capable of range
measurements with sub-centimeter range resolution. Direct sequence spread spectrum signal processing (Dixon, 1994) enhances both
the robustness with respect to ambient noise
and precision of the time-of-flight detection.
The advantages spread spectrum signal processing over conventional waveforms (tonal
pulses) have motivated application to sonar
range measurement (Austin, 1994) and acoustic communications (Freitag et al., 1999).

2.2. SHARPS for Short Baseline
on an ROV
As a navigation tool SHARPS is useful in a
variety of wired, wireless, and mixed solutions
for both ROVs and AUVs. This article describes
the results of an experiment implementing one
particular use of this precision ranging—short
baseline (SBL) relative navigation between two
underwater vehicles. The wired SBL configuration illustrated in Figure 1 consists of a receiving network on the JASON ROV and a single
transmitter on the MEDEA descent weight.
All network elements, receivers and transmitters, are on a common RS-485 network.
Figure 2 illustrates the functional elements
of the SHARPS SBL installation. In a normal
navigation cycle, the MEDEA transmitter emits
a spread spectrum ping, and each of the three
receivers reports a travel time. Timing and communication rely on a RS-485 serial network.
Both JASON and MEDEA have independent
fiber-optic connections to the surface supporting RS-485 communication. Topside we merge
these two RS-485 connections, creating a common network for the transmitter and receivers.
The topside SHARPS Server application controls the acoustic transmitter and receivers via
serial communication, receiving three time-offlight ranges during each navigation cycle (<
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100 ms). The application estimates the relative
position by solving the spherical positioning
problem given three travel times. This position
estimate, together with quality and diagnostic
information, is posted to the shipboard network as a broadcast User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) message. Once published over the network, the SHARPS data is broadly available to
various navigation processes and displays. In
addition to being displayed directly for realtime operations, relative position estimates are
integrated with complementary position measurements (LBL, DVL, attitude, and depth) to
increase the precision and robustness of the
overall navigation solution.
The three SHARPS receivers are located on
JASON because of the high-accuracy attitude
sensor aboard JASON4. The accuracy of the
attitude measurement limits the absolute position precision. To transform the SHARPS relative position to a external reference frame requires accurate knowledge of the orientation of
the “fixed” receiver elements. This configuration has the disadvantage of having the receive
portion of the network near the JASON’s hydraulic system—the major acoustic noise source;
however, our experiments show the system is
insensitive to the detrimental affects of noise in
this frequency band. The system performs well
in this high noise environment for two reasons:
the spread-spectrum processing is less sensitive
to broadband noise and the system operates at
a frequency much higher than traditional LBL.
Future plans may include installing three transceivers on MEDEA to provide a full six degreeof-freedom solution and additional robustness
through antenna diversity.
4

The attitude package is an IXSEA, Inc. true-north
seeking gyroscope capable of providing heading,
pitch, and roll with a rated accuracy of 1.0° .

Although SHARPS is capable of precisely
measuring the time-of-flight between two
acoustic elements, the figure-of-merit for this
application is the positioning precision. To
predict the system performance we use the
lower bound (CRLB) (Bar-Shalom et al.,
2001) to analyze the localization precision
based on the system geometry and time-offlight precision. The analysis we present is an
example of a general design method for configuring any range-based positioning system
(Deffenbaugh et al., 1996; Bingham, 2003).

3.1. Method: The Lower Bound
Navigation is an estimation problem: estimate the location (an unknown set of parameters) from acoustic ranges (a set of observations).The CRLB is a standard tool to determine
the estimate uncertainty as a function of the
observation uncertainty and an observation
model, relating the observations to parameters
to be estimated. The CRLB is the minimum
achievable mean square error for an unbiased
estimator. An estimator that approaches this
bound is termed efficient, but the bound does
FIGURE 2
Flowchart of SHARPS system as installed on
WHOI’s JASON system.

not guarantee that an efficient estimator exists
or that one can be found. Efficiency amounts
to the extracted information being equal to the
existing information (Bar-Shalom et al., 2001).
To develop a simple observation model
we consider the general spherical positioning
problem. We estimate the position (x = {x, y, z})
of a fixed point relative to the known positions of n fixed transponders ({bix, biy} for i =
1, ..., n). Each range observation is corrupted
by additive noise wi assumed to be a normally
(Gaussian) distributed random variable with
zero mean and known variance σi2. The resulting model expresses each observation as a
function of the estimated parameter vector - x.
ri = ⎡⎢( x − bix ) + ( y − biy ) + ( z − biz )⎤⎥
⎣
⎦
(1)

1/ 2

+ wi

= h(x, i ) + wi (2)
wi ~ N (0; σi2 )

(3)

The n length vector of observations, r, is a
non-linear function of the estimated parameters, x, with additive noise.
r = h (x ) + w

(4)

w ~ N (0; R r )

(5)

where h () is the non-linear function for spherical positioning and w is a zero mean random
vector with covariance Rr.
A simple way to calculate the CRLB is to
linearize the measurement model. We linearize the model about an operating point xo, i.e.,
let x = xo + δx.
r = h ( x o + δ x) + w

(6)

≈ h(x o ) + C(x o )δ x + w

(7)

(8)

( xo − b1y ) ( xo − b1z )⎤⎥
h(x o ,1)
L

( xo − bny )
h (x o , n)

Λ = ⎡⎣⎢C(x o )T R−r 1C(xo )⎤⎦⎥

−1

(9)

The CRLB is an expression of the bestcase performance of a position estimate
x̂ (r)where the estimate is expressed as a function of the range observations. The CRLB matrix is the minimum value of the covariance
matrix for any unbiased estimate of position.
T
E ⎡⎢[ xˆ (r ) − x ][ xˆ (r ) − x ] ⎤⎥ ≥ Λ
⎣
⎦
(10)

where x is the unknown true position.
To use the CRLB as a design tool we propose two performance metrics based on the
notion of dilution of precision from GPS technology (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001).
We consider the horizontal and vertical components of dilution of precision separately as
derived from the CRLB. The horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) is the normalized
uncertainty in the horizontal position estimate.
We partition the CRLB covariance matrix to
isolate the 2x2 horizontal covariance matrix in
the upper left corner—the covariance of the
horizontal portion of the position estimate.
⎡σ 2
⎢ xx
⎢ 2
Λ = ⎢σ xy
⎢
⎢σ 2
⎣⎢ xz

σ xy2
σ 2yy
σ yz2

σ xz2 ⎤⎥
σ yz2 ⎥⎥
⎥
σ zz2 ⎥⎥
⎦

(11)

max

where the C(xo) is the Jacobian (first derivative) of the measurement equation evaluated
at a particular position xo.
⎡( x − b x )
⎢ o 1
⎢ h(x ,1)
⎢
o
⎢
C( xo ) = ⎢
M
⎢
⎢ ( xo − bnx )
⎢
⎢ h( x , n )
⎢⎣
o

From the linear, Gaussian sensor model (Eq.
Λ ) is a matrix combination of
7) the CRLB (Λ
the Jacobian, representing the current system
geometry, and the measurement covariance
quantifying the observation uncertainty.

h( xo ,1) ⎥⎥
⎥
M ⎥
⎥
( xo − bnz )⎥⎥
h( xo , n) ⎥⎥⎦

The maximum eigenvalue ( λxy ) of this
2x2 matrix is the largest variance component
in the horizontal plane. We normalize this variance with the range variance and report metric as the standard deviation.
The vertical dilution of precision (VDOP)
is the normalized uncertainty in the vertical
position estimate (σ2zz). Again, we normalize
the performance measurement with the range
uncertainty to give a ratio of the vertical position estimate to the range measurement uncertainty.
■ HDOP - Ratio of horizontal to range
standard deviation.

λxymax
σrange
■

(12)

VDOP - Ratio of vertical to range
standard deviation.

σ zz
σrange

(13)

3.2. Results: SBL Performance of
SHARPS on JASON/MEDEA
Using the CRLB-based metrics presented
above, we predict the positioning performance
of the SBL positioning configuration. During
typical operation JASON maneuvers in a horizontal plane 25 m below MEDEA. As shown
in Figure 1 the acoustic nodes are located on
the top of JASON and the bottom of
MEDEA. By linearizing the spherical positioning equations about a discrete set of positions covering horizontal plane we evaluate
the lower bound for an operational region.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the results of evaluating the CRLB dilution of precision metrics,
HDOP and VDOP, for this JASON/MEDEA
SBL SHARPS configuration.
Figure 3 shows the JASON/MEDEA
HDOP, predicting the horizontal positioning
uncertainty as a function of the range resolution. For the typical geometry described, the
predicted lower bound on the positioning
uncertainty is 25-30 times the range uncertainty. The SHARPS time-of-arrival uncertainty is proven to be 2 µs resulting in a range
uncertainty of approximately 3 mm. This combination of range precision and system geometry results in a predicted horizontal positioning uncertainty bound of 7.5-9.0 cm.
Figure 4 shows the VDOP for the same
configuration. Because of the geometry of the
SHARPS network, the vertical uncertainty is
less than the horizontal uncertainty. In the operating area the VDOP values range from 1015. Using the 3 mm range uncertainty, we
predict a vertical position estimate uncertainty
of 3.0-4.5 cm. Table 2 summarizes the anticipated accuracy of the SHARPS SBL solution
for relative positioning of JASON and MEDEA.
This analysis, summarized by Figures 3 and 4,
are dependent on the geometry of the acoustic
elements. The design scenario considers the case
Spring 2006
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when MEDEA is 25 m above JASON. This is
a worst-case analysis because the positioning
precision decreases as the vertical separation decreases, i.e., for smaller vertical separation the
position will improve. The results show this
worst-case scenario achieves satisfactory performance, which indicates the overall design configuration will also met the performance goals.

FIGURE 3
The horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) for the SHARPS relative positioning system. The contour
labels report the ratio of horizontal position estimate standard deviation to range measurement standard
deviation enabling a prediction of the position performance based on the range precision. The remote
host (MEDEA) is located 25 meters above the transducers aboard the ROV (JASON). The red markers
indicate the location of the ROV SHARPS transducers.

TABLE 2
Summary of predicted positioning performance
for SHARPS based on the horizontal and vertical
dilution of precision and the SHARPS range resolution of 3 mm. Results are based on the true
geometry of the installed system and a depth
separation of 25 m between JASON/MEDEA.
Metric

Value

Predicted Error

HDOP

30

9 cm

VDOP

15

4.5 cm

4. Experimental Results
We present the results of two experiments
verifying the operation of the SHARPS system aboard the JASON/MEDEA ROV system: quantifying the range resolution and
navigating MEDEA relative to JASON. These
installation tests occurred concurrently with
hydrothermal vent explorations in the Lau
Basin5 during the Summer of 2005; the results reflect the system capabilities during true
operating conditions.
During the installation we also quantified
the sensitivity of the SHARPS system to the
acoustic noise on JASON and MEDEA. The
ROV hydraulics did not affect the range observations, i.e., there was no observable effect of
the hydraulic noise on the range data quality.

4.1. Range Resolution
Range precision is critical to positioning performance. We estimate the range uncertainty
by measuring the one-way travel times between
the three fixed transducers installed on JASON,
comparing the observed travel times with
ground truth. Our ground truth is the measured distance between the fixed acoustic ele5

The Lau Basin is an area of seafloor in the South
Pacific currently being extensively explored by
ocean scientists because of the underwater volcanoes, vents, and associated lifeforms.
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FIGURE 4
The vertical dilution of precision (VDOP) for the SHARPS relative positioning system. The contour labels
report the ratio of vertical position estimate standard deviation to range measurement standard deviation
enabling a prediction of the position performance based on the range precision. The remote host
(MEDEA) is located 25 meters above the transducers aboard the ROV (JASON). The red markers
indicate the location of the ROV SHARPS transducers.

FIGURE 5
Histograms for range observations for each of three baselines between the three SHARPS transducers on JASON. The “Actual” value is the surveyed distance
between the acoustic elements. The “Mean” and “StdDev” are calculated from acoustic range measurements. The range-gated subset is derived rom the raw
range observations by considering just the values within a maximum and minimum allowable range value.
5(a): Raw range observations

5(b): Range-gated subset range observations. The minimum and maximum
allowable range values are included in the title of each axis.

ments based on careful survey before deployment. Using the results from the previous section, the empirical estimate of range performance, combined with the system geometry,
leads to an estimate of overall system precision.
Figure 5 and Table 3 contain the results of
ranging experiments for each of the three
baselines (line-of-site distances between the
three transducer elements on the ROV). We
compare the surveyed baseline distances with
SHARPS measurements of one-way travel times.
Travel times are converted into range estimates
using an in situ sound velocity measurement
from the RDI Doppler velocity log (DVL)6.
Figure 5 illustrates two perspectives of
the range measurements highlighting two
challenges of in situ calibration. The histogram in figure 5(a) shows all the collected
range measurements for each of the three
baselines. Because the SHARPS transducers

are mounted just above the syntactic foam
buoyancy, alternate acoustic paths exist corrupting the data with multipath errors. The
multipath returns are evident in the small
number of range observations far from the
median range value. Figure 5(b) presents a
subset of this same data with the multipath
errors removed by limiting the minimum and
maximum range values—a range-gate. Table
3 summarizes the statistics for this subset.
The average standard deviation for the rangegated subset is 0.38 cm - larger than the 2 µs
(0.3 cm) timing resolution capability of the
SHARPS system. Because this calibration test
was performed during the descent phase of a
lowering, the ROV’s velocity relative to the
surrounding water (approximately 0.5 m/s)
and thruster prop-wash degrade the range
observation precision.

6

TABLE 3

Since the range experiments occurred during a
vehicle descent, the speed of sound for each
dataset was slightly different. The in situ
measurements are 1496, 1501 and 1504m/s
for baselines b-c, b-d, and c-d responectively.
and c-d respectivelyre c-d respectively.
7
This value is derived from the raw range data
in figure 5(a).

The range resolution results show two potential sources of uncertainty of the installation—a highly dynamic acoustic channel and
multipath errors—but the SBL solution is still
feasible. The complexity of the environment
prevents the SHARPS system from achieving
its full capability for precise range measurement.
To illustrate the feasibility of the design, we
consider three cases. In each case we predict the
positioning error using a HDOP multiplier of
30 from the previous section to analyze the
predicted position precision based on the range
precision and the SBL geometry.
■ The best-case performance is limited by
the SHARPS timing resolution. For this
case we anticipate the range standard
deviation to be less than 3 mm. The
resulting positioning standard deviation
will be bounded by 9.0 cm.

Range calibration summary using the range-gated measurements illustrated in Fig. 5(a)
Baseline

Mean

StdDev

Surveyed

Difference

b-c

186.7 cm

b-d

267.4

0.45 cm

188.0 cm

1.3 cm [0.69%]

0.27

267.3

-0.02 [-0.01%]

c-d

187.5

0.42

186.7

-0.80 [-0.43%]

Mean

–

.38 cm

–

.16 cm [0.38%]
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The dynamic-case performance is limited
by the water movement in the acoustic
channel. For this case we anticipate the
range standard deviation to be 3.8 mm.
The resulting positioning standard deviation
will be bounded by 11.4 cm.
■ The worst-case performance is limited by
multipath errors. For this case we anticipate
the range standard deviation to be 30.0 mm7.
The resulting positioning standard deviation
will be bounded by 90.0 cm.
The operational environment—The seawater between JASON and MEDEA—is a
dynamic, challenging acoustic environment.
This will degrade the performance of the
SHARPS system, but our analysis and experiments show the system will still achieve sufficient performance. The worst-case consideration, including multipath errors, is a situation
we do not anticipate affecting the vertical channel between the vehicles. In addition, the realtime software has the capability to reject these
errors. However, we include the worst-case
analysis to make the point that, even with
errors that greatly affect the range precision,
■

the overall system is still capable of providing
position estimates of sufficient accuracy to aid
in navigation and operations.

4.2. Navigation Data
The navigation data illustrate the capability of the SHARPS SBL relative positioning of the JASON/MEDEA ROV system.
Using a least-squares estimator, we calculate a
position estimate based on the three range
measurements between MEDEA and JASON. This position estimate is relative to a
JASON vehicle coordinate frame centered
on the ROV where forward is coincident
with the bow of the ROV. Ranges are gated
and median filtered in real-time to remove
any outliers. The position estimates are then
median filtered during post-processing to
remove erroneous estimates. Estimating the
three-dimensional position based on only
three range observations does not afford a
consistency check on each position estimate
because the number or estimated parameters
({x, y, z}) is equivalent to the number of range
observations.

4.2.1. Navigating MEDEA over JASON
Using SHARPS relative navigation the operators position MEDEA approximately 24 m
over-top of JASON—the safest configuration of
the two vehicles. Here we show the relative positioning (horizontal range, relative bearing, and
vertical separation) of MEDEA relative to a stationary JASON. Figure 6 shows a slow MEDEA
move executed by changing the dynamic positioning (DP) set-point of the ship. At a water
depth of 2,600 m the DP move takes over 13
minutes to reach steady-state. The vertical separation varies by approximately 4 m as MEDEA
moves up and down with the heave of the ship.
The polar plot in Figure 7 shows the same relative position data. The polar plot clearly shows
how MEDEA transits from 13 m aft and starboard of JASON to a new position 4 m in forward and to port of the stationary ROV.
This data illustrates a new capability for controllingtheJASON/MEDEAROVsystem.Without a measurement of the relative position the
operators rely on qualitative video estimates to position the vehicles. SHARPS enables the operators
to precisely position MEDEA directly overhead.

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

Relative positioning between JASON and MEDEA during J2 lowering 156. Zero degree bearing indicates
MEDEA forward relative to JASON. Horizontal range (Hrange), relative bearing, and vertical separation are
shown from top to bottom. As MEDEA moves over-head of JASON the horizontal range reaches steady-state.
The variation in vertical separation (the bottom axis) is the heave of the surface ship transmitted to MEDEA.

The polar plot of the same data shown in Figure 6
shows the location of MEDEA relative to JASON.
As MEDEA moves over-top of JASON the horizontal range decreases. MEDEA reaches a steadystate position 4 m forward and to port of JASON.

7

This value is derived from the raw range data
in figure 5(a)
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FIGURE 8

FIGURE 9

Relative positioning from JASON to MEDEA during J2 lowering 156. As JASON explores the seafloor the
range and bearing show the ROV moving within the safe operational envelope. The heave of the ship,
transmitted to MEDEA, is observable in the vertical separation plotted in the lower axis.

The polar plot of the same data shown in Figure 8
shows the relative location of MEDEA as JASON
operates on the seafloor. MEDEA is relatively stationary as JASON operates below.

4.2.2. Tracking JASON from MEDEA

the uncertainty and quantifying the estimate.
Two examples illustrate the integration of
SHARPS into ROV operations:
■ The pilot uses the relative location to manage
JASON’s tether configuration.
■ The navigator relies on the quantified
absolute range and bearing between
vehicles to position MEDEA by positioning
the surface ship.

The next experiment is an example of
JASON operating within a large area beneath
MEDEA. Figure 8 shows a 27 minute period
of JASON maneuvers relative to a stationary
MEDEA8. The ROV pilot uses the relative
navigation to predict the safe operating area
for the ROV, keeping the ROV within the
operating range of the 35 m tether. The horizontal excursions are evident in the range data
which varies from 0 to 30 m. The vertical
separation measurement (DeltaZ) shows the
ship heave (approx. 5 m) along with the vertical adjustments of MEDEA’s altitude.

5. System Integration
The relative localization estimates are important for both the scientific data product
and operations. Scientists use real-time and
post-processed position estimates in data collection. The SHARPS system provides another
source of position information, complimenting
the current LBL and DVL based navigation.

In addition to providing localization observations for engineering and science, the
SHARPS SBL system enhances JASON/
MEDEA operations. The relative orientation
of JASON and MEDEA is important information for both the ROV pilot and navigator, enhancing the situational awareness required to maintain the safe vertical alignment
of the two-vehicle system. Prior to the
SHARPS installation operators achieved this
awareness by skillfully integrating information from a variety of potential sources: realtime video, depth measurements from each
vehicle, noisy and intermittent LBL positions,
seafloor features, etc. SHARPS provides a
single direct, precise observation, clarifying

5.1. Pilot’s Use
The design of the display shown in Figure
10 affords both a quick qualitative examination and a thorough quantitative inquiry. ROV
pilots are highly tasked with multiple sources of
information competing for attention.

FIGURE 10
SHARPS display prototype. On the left is a compass rose showing the relative position from MEDEA (the
depressor weight) to JASON (the ROV). The needle indicates both the true compass bearing from
MEDEA to JASON and the distance between the two vehicles, indicated by the length of the needle. The
inner annulus varies in radius to indicate the allowable horizontal range based on the tether length and
current vertical separation between vehicles.

8

MEDEA is never truly stationary. The vehicle is
subject to the heave of the surface ship and moves
horizontally due the watch circle of the ship’s dynamic positioning and random water currents. The
total horizontal movement estimated to be on the
order of meters during this experiment.
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As the pilot maneuvers JASON beneath
MEDEA a primary safety concern is the tether
position. The tether is pulled tight when vehicle separation exceeds the tether length. Such
tensioning limits ROV maneuverability, prevents orientation control of MEDEA, ruins
structured surveys and can result in tether failure. The pilot’s display presents a quick view
of the current configuration and current mobility limits. The length of the needle indicating position varies with horizontal range. The
inner annulus radius changes according to
tether length and vertical separation to indicate the safe operating area. Imminent tether
stain, an operational hazard, is indicated by
the relative length of the needle and the inner
annulus radius. With a predictive display the
pilot and navigator have a more complete
awareness of the tether configuration, reducing the chance of exceeding the tether length.

5.2. Navigator’s Use
For safety, the preferred vehicle configuration is MEDEA directly overhead of JASON, allowing better visual awareness of the
relative vehicle positions. The navigator maneuvers the surface ship to position MEDEA
over JASON using all the incoming navigation information. Often the most useful information for this task is MEDEA’s downlooking camera. Examining the camera image
the navigator distills qualitative measures of
range and bearing. This practice involves considerable skill in fusing the camera image with
various navigation clues from the past and
present. The SHARPS installation reduces this
high-load task to a simple quantitative task.
Since the system presents a single measure of
absolute range and bearing (see the right side
of the display), the navigator uses the range
and bearing estimates to position MEDEA
directly over JASON, achieving the desired
static configuration.
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6. Conclusions
This paper describes the successful design
and implementation of the SHARPS SBL
positioning system and the associated expansion of the capabilities of the JASON/MEDEA
ROV system. The design analysis, experimental results and integration explanation focus
on the steps in improving positioning for the
two-vehicle system. Improved positioning
benefits both the scientific users concerned
with the quantitative navigation data and atsea operators concerned with real-time observations to increase safety and flexibility.
Estimation theory, specifically the lower
bound, connects our system design (range
precision and geometry) to the resulting positioning precision. The high-frequency, spread
spectrum signal processing of SHARPS enables 2 µs timing resolution for extremely precise range measurements (approximately 3
mm). Using the lower bound we show how
this positioning performance translates to a
system design capable of relative position uncertainty less than 9 cm (standard deviation)
for the implemented geometry. The design
analysis is a general tool for configuring rangebased acoustic navigation solutions. In this
particular case we illustrate the feasibility of
the SHARPS SBL solution for JASON/
MEDEA positioning.
The experimental results show the implementation differs from the theoretical prediction and illustrate the actual system performance under typical operating conditions. The
range calibration results show how the dynamic acoustic environment and multipath
errors degrade the positioning performance.
The worst-case analysis shows that SHARPS
SBL configuration is capable of sufficient performance in this challenging environment. We
present the navigation experiments as proofof-concept results of this new capability. The
experiments illustrate how the SHARPS system provides precise relative positioning that
is robust to the acoustically noisy ROV environment. The real-time graphical display of
relative position estimates provides at-sea operators with an important tool that expands
the operational envelope. Direct, precise relative positions, clearly presented in real-time,
improves the operator’s situation awareness
and resulting vehicle safety.

The SHARPS SBL solution solves two
navigation problems for the JASON/MEDEA
two-vehicle ROV system: lack of positioning
observations for the JASON ROV because of
hydraulic noise and indirect, unreliable observation of the two-vehicle configuration. The
relative position estimate is a direct measurement of the vehicle configuration and is unaffected by JASON’s hydraulic noise. Before
SHARPS installation the JASON ROV relied
on DVL-based dead-reckoning with infrequent or non-existent position updates from
JASON’s LBL receiver. This solution did not
provide the precision or reliability required by
the scientific uses or at-sea operators. The
SHARPS SBL solution, combined with reliable LBL positioning of MEDEA and JASON attitude measurements, provides a precise, robust, absolute, real-time positioning
solution independent of the acoustic noise. It
also increases the safety and flexibility of at-sea
operations through a direct measurement of
the two-vehicle configuration.
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